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1 Illtroductioll alld prelimillaries
In the recent years, several groups have studied stochastic equations (e.g., SDE's,
SPDE's, stochastic Volterra equations) outside the framework of the Ito calcu-
lus. Often, this led to solutions in spaces of generalized random processes or
fields. It is therefore of interest to study the probabilistic properties of general-
ized stochastic processes, and the present paper makes some (rather naive) first
steps into this direction.
If we think of a gencralized process as a mapping from the real line (or an
interval) into aspace of generalized random variables (with some additional
properties), then there is a wide range of choices for the latter: e.g., the space
(8)* ofHidadistributions (e.g. [HKPS]), the space (8)-1 ofKondratiev distribu-
tions (e.g. [KLS]), the Sobolev type space D* which is used within the Malliavin
calculus and so on. Often, the generalized processes coming up in applications
have a chaos decomposition with kernels which belong to L2(JRn), and in this
paper we shall focus our attention on this situation. It will be convenient to
work with a space ~rwhich is larger than D*. This space has already been
considered by several authors, cf. e.g. [PT] and the references quoted there. It
turns out, that basic notions from the theory of stochastic processes like con-
ditional expectation, martingales, sub- (super-) martingales etc. have a rather
natural generalization to mappings from the realline into g* .
The paper is organized as folIows. In Section 2 we shall give a construction
of the Ito integral (with respeet to Brownian motion) of generalized stochastic
processes, and compare it with the Hitsuda--Skorokhod integral (e.g. [HKPS]).
In Section 3 we define generalized martingales and derive a number of properties.
In particular, we prove that the generalized Ito integrals of Section 2 are indeed
generalized martingales. Moreover, a representation of generalized martingales
(in analogy with the Clark-Haussmann formula) will be shown, and wc prove
that the Wiek product of twogeneralized martingales is again one. Finally, in
Section 4 we define the not ion of a generalizedsemimattingale and give a dass
of exampies. In the remainder of this Introduction we provide the necessary
background.
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We shall work within the framework of white noise analysis (e.g., [HKPS]),
and choose as basic probability space (S'(IR), F, Jl), where S'(IR) is the Schwartz
space of tempered distributions equipped with the weak topology. Fis the Borel
.u-algebra and Jl is the Gaussian probabilitymeasure with characteristic function
exp( - ~ i .ID, where 1.12 is the L2( IR)-norm. Introduce on this probability space
a Brownian motion Bt defined as
Bt(w) := (w, l[o,t)!, w E S'(IR),
where l[o,t) is the indicator function of [0, t). The Brownian motion Bt is to
be understood as the L2(Jl)-limit of a sequence of coordinate processes (., <Pn),
where <Pn is a sequence of Schwartz functions converging to l[o,t) in L2(IR).
Denote the u-algebra generated by Bs, 0 ~ s ~ t, by Ft.
Next we quickly recall the construction of the tripie of random variables
which will be at the basis of this paper. (Throughout we shall work with real
spaces of random variables. Extensions are made by obvlous modifications.)
Let N denote the number (ar Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) operator, and for A 2: °
denote by 9>. the L2(Jl)-domain of exp(AN). With its natural norm 11. 11>.:=
11exp(AN) . 11£2(1')' 9>. is a Hilbert space. 9 denotes the projective limit of the
family {9>., A 2: O}, 9* denotes its dual. 9* is equal to the inductive limit of
the family {9 _ >., A 2: O}, where 9->. is the dual of 9>.. The latter is a Hil bert
space with norm denoted by 11 . 11_>.. Upon the usual identification of L2(Jl)
with its dual we obtain the tripie above. Dual pairing between 9* and 9 will
be denoted by ((-, .)).
It is plain to see that 9* inherits from 9 achaas decomposition: <I>E 9* is in
one to one correspondence with a sequence (<I>(n), n E jN 0), where for nEIN 0,
<I>(n)belangs to the symmetrie subspace of L2(IRn), and we may write
00
<I>=L !n(<I>(n)),
n=O
where the sum converges in 9>. far same large enough A. We shall refer to the
<I>(n)also as the kernels of<I>.
By construction we have that 9 is invariant under the family operators
{exp(AN), A E IR}. The same is true for 9*, where the action of exp(AN)
on <I>E 9* is defined by duality: it is trivial to verify that the mapping
'P •.....•((<I>,exp(AN)'P)) is linear and continuous on 9 and we denote the cor-
responding element in 9* byexp(AN)<I>. Note that it hits kerneIs exp(An)<I>(n)
if the kern eIs of <I>are <I>(n). It is easy to check that for any A, v E IR one
has indeed exp(AN)9v = 9v->.. Thus we have in particular the relations
9_>. = exp(AN)L2(Jl), exp( -AN)9->. = L2(Jl), which we shall use frequent-
ly.
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Finally, we recall the definition of the S-transform of an element ~ in g".
It is the following function S~ on S(IR):
S~(e) := ((~,e(-,€)-1/21€1~)}, e E S(IR).
For ~ as above one obtains:
The Wiek produet ~ 0 q" ~, q, E g" , is defined as follows: S-1 (S~ . Sq,) and
it can be shown [PT] that it defines a continuous mapping from g" x g" into
g".
In the sequel let I denote the positive halfline or a finite interval [0, Tl,
T < 00. By a generalized stoehastie process we mean a mapping from I into g" I
t 1--+ ~t, for which there exists a A ~ 0, independent of t, so that ~t E g-A for
all tEl. Note that this implies that e-AN~t is a stochastic process in (L2).
A generalized stochastic process is said to be jointly measurable if the mapping
(t,w) 1--+ e-AN~t(w) from I x S'(IR) into IR is BI 0 F-measurable, where BI
is the Borel l7-algebra on I. All generalized stochastic processes considered in
this paper are assumed to be jointly measurable.
We introduce the notion of adaptedness for generalized stochastic processes:
Let Xt be a stochastic process in (L2). We know that it has a chaos decompo-
sition Xt(w) = E1n(f}n)). From [H, prop. 4.5], we know that Xt is adapted to
Ft if and only if supp f}n) c [0, t]n. We define:
Definition 1 A generalized stoehastie process ~t is said to be adapted if its
kernels Ft(n) have the propedy supp Ft(n) C [0, t]n for alt tEl.
Remark Note that if the generalized stochastic process ~t is adapted, the
(L2) stochastic process e-AN ~t will be adapted to Ft in the usual sense.
2 The Itö integral for generalized stochastic
processes
In this seetion we define the Ito integral for adapted generalized stochastic pro-
cesses. In order to construct such an integral, it is convenient to bring in the
notion of strong independence for generalized random variables: ~, q, E g" are
ealled strongly independent, if there exist two intervals or halflines 141 and 11Jt
whose interseetion has Lebesgue measure zero, and so that for all m, nEIN 0,
the kernels ~(m), q,(n) have their (essential) support in (I41)m, (I1Jt)n. We men-
tion in passing that the notion ofstrong independence has also been discussed
in [GHL0UZ]. From a probabilistic point of view independence and strong in-
dependenee for Ilsual random variables are not too different, as the next result
shows.
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Proposition 2 Let X, Y be two independent random variables in (L2) which
are measurable w.r.t. lT[a,+=) := lT{B., a :S s < +oo}, a E IR. Then Y has a
version 17 in (L2) so that X, 17 are strongly independent.
Proof Let T; be the linear continuous bijection from S(IR) into itself, given by
T*~(t) := ~(-t + 2a), t E IR. Ta denotes the adjoint of T; acting (weakly contin-
uously) on S'(IR). Since T; is an L2(IR)-isometry, the white noise measure j.L is
invariant under Ta (since Ta is weakly contimious it is a measurable transforma-
tion on (S'(IR), F): this follows immediately by ca1culating the characteristic
funetion of j.LT.' Define 17 := Y 0 Ta. Then 17 has the same law as Y: let 9 be
any real-valued bounded, measurable funetion on the real line, then
E(g(17)) J g(Y 0 Ta(W)) dj.L(w)
J g(Y(w)) dj.L(w)
E(g(Y)).
On the other hand, by construction the kernels of X and 17 have the desired
support property and hence X and 17 are strongly independent. 0
Remark It is clear that by a similar argument one can deal with any finite
(or even countably infinite) independent family of random variables which are
measurable with respect to the values of Brownian motion over a finite time-
interval.
Le~ma 3 The pointwise product of random variables has a well-defined ex-
tension to pairs <I>, W of strongly independent elements in g* so that <I> . W E g*.
Moreover, the following formula holds
Proof We only need to show that the above formula holds for strongly inde-
pendent <I> and W which have only a finite number of non-vanishing kernels. The
general case follows then by an approximation argument,and the fact that the
Wick product is continuous on Q*. Let <I>(n), wen) respectively, denote the ker-
nels of <I>, W. Using the well-known formula for the product of Wiener integrals
(e.g. [HKPS], Cor. 2.13) we compute as folIows:
<I>. W ;~ ~ k! (7) G)In+m_2k(<I>(m)@kw(n))
= =L L In+m(<I>(m)@w(n))
m=O n=O
<I><>W.
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In the last computation cf>(m)@k\li(n) denotes the symmetrization of
which -- due to the assumption of strong independence - is zero unless k = O.
Moreover, the well-known formula for the chaos expansion of the Wiek product
used above can be found e.g. in [PT]. 0
Observe that if cf>, \li E g* are strongly independent, then
e-AN(cf>. \li) = e-ANcf>. e-AN\li.
We are now ready to construct the Ho integral on [0, T] for adapted gener-
alized stochastic processes: A generalized adapted process <Ptis called simple if
it is of the form
M
<Pt= L <Pi.1[ti,ti+l)(t),
i=O
where {ti; i = 1, ... ,M} is a partition of [0, Tl, and <Piis Ft;- adapted. Observe
that if F,cn) is the n'th kernel of <Pi,then supp Ft) c [0, ti]n. Hence, <Piand
(Bti+1 - BtJ are strongly independent. Therefore we can define the Ho integral
of <Pt as
T M1 <PtdBt := L <Pi' (Bti+1 - BtJ.
o i=O
The following generalization of the Ho isometry holds: For ..\ ~ 0,
T
lIe-AN 1 <PtdBtll(£2)
11 L(e-AN <pi)(e-AN (Bti+1 - Bti))II(£2)
L E [(e-AN <pi)(e-AN <pj)(e-A(Bti+1 - BtJ)x
x(e-A(Btj+l - Btj))]
£-2A L E [(e-AN <Pi)2(Bti+! - BtY]
_ e-2A lT lI<ptll:A dt.
Assume that cf>t is an adapted generalized stochastic process which satisfies
lT lIcf>tll:A dt < CXJ.
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(1)
Such generalized processes will be called generalized It6 integrable processes.
Note that e-AN <I>t E (£2) is Ho integrable in the usual sense. Hence, there
exists a sequence of simple stochastic processes {</lf h in (£2) such that
I.e., lTlIeAN </l~- <I>tll~A dt -+ 0, when k -+ O.
eAN </lf is a generalized simple process. By the generalized Ho isometry, the
sequence {f: (eAN </lf) dBt } k is Cauchy in 9-A' We therefore define
[T <I>t dBt := lim [T eAN </l~dBt,
.10 k-+oo.1o
where the limit is taken in Q-A' Obviously, the generalized Ho isometry extends
to generalized Ho integrable processes. Moreover, it is easy to see that the
generalized Ho integral is linear: If <I>t, Wt are two generalized Ho integrable
processes and 0', ß are two real numbers, then
lTO'<I>t + ßWt dBt = 0'lT<I>t dBt + ß lTWt dBt.
Next we consider the relation between the generalized and the usual Ho
integral.
Proposition 4 Let <I>t be a generalized It6 integrable stochastic process with
values in 9-A' A 2: O. Then
" lT<I>tdBt = eA(N-l) lT(e-AN<I>t) dBt.
The integral on the right hand side is the usual It6 integral 0/ the £2 (p. )-valued
process exp( - AN)<I>t. M oreover, i/ the kern eis 0/ <I>t are given by the sequence
(F(n)(t, .), nEIN 0), then the generalized lt6 integral has the /ollowing chaos
decomposition:
lT<I>tdBt = ~ n ~ 1In(l~~T);0)),
where ;0) is the symmetrization 0/ F(n) in alt n + 1 variables, and
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(2)
(3)
Proof First of all one shows equation (1) for simple processes by a straight-
forward computation using strong independence. Then this equality extends of
course to generalized Ho integrable processes by their construetion.
Next let {4Jfh be the sequence ofsimple processes in (£2) such that
lT 114J~- e-ANeIltll(£»dt '-+ 0, when k - 00.
By definition,
Hence,
11 { 4J~dBt - fT e-AN eIlt dBtll(£»Jo Jo
lIeAN lT 4J~dBt - eAN lT e-AN eIlt dBtll:'A
IieA1T eAN 4Jf dBt - eAN lT e-AN eIlt dBtll:.A,
where we in the last equality have used formula (1). We see that
in 9-A. But by definition
lT eAN qif dBt _lT eIlt dBt, when k - 00,
The chaos decomposition for the generalized Ito integral follows now from
the well-known formula for the chaos decomposition of the usual Ito integral.
In the same way one finds the formula for its S-transform. 0
Remark The Ito integral dcfined above for generalized stochastic processes
coincides with the Hitsuda-Skorohod integral (see e.g. [HKPS] for more infor-
mation about the Hitsuda-Skorohod integral).
We end this section with an example: It is well-known that the Donsker
6-function has chaos expansion for x E IR and t > 0 given by
00
6,,(Bt) = (2t)-1/4pt(X)! ~)n!tn)-~ ~,,( ~) In(l~~)).
n=,jJ V'{;L
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(e.g. [HKPS].) Pt(x) is the heat kernel and ~n is the n'th Hermite polynomial.
By direct estimation, one finds (e.g. [PT]);
IIbx(Bt)II:>. :s: K>.C1,
for all A> O. K>. is a positive number only depending on A. Hence, bx(Bt) is a
generalized process which is Itö integrable on [s, Tl, s > O. I.e.,
lTbx(Bt) dBt E 9_>., for all A > 0
and
3 The martingale property for generalized pro-
cesses
In this section we consider the martingale property of generalized stochastic
processes. To this end we first consider conditional expectations in 9* .
Let M denote some sub set of S(IR), and let P be the orthognal projection (in
L2(IR» ofthe L2(IR)-closure ofthe span of M. FM denotes the sub~o--algebra
of F generated by M, i .e. by the set of random variables {("~); ~ E M}. It is a
basic exercise (left to the interested reader) to prove the following generalization
of Proposition 4.7 in [H]:
Proposition 5 For t/J E L2(p,) with kerneis t/J(n) the conditional expectation
E(t/JIFM) is given by
00
E(t/JIF M) =L In(p0nt/J(n),
n=D
i.e., ECIF M) = r(p), where r denotes second quantization. In particular,
conditional expeetation w.r.t. FM maps the n-th chaos subspace of L2{t.l) into
itself and it commutes with the chaos expansion.
Remark For a general sub-o--algebra i of F the above statement that con-
ditional expectation maps the n-th chaos into itself is false, as the following
simple example shows (details are left to the interested reader): consider B( 1),
i.e. Brownian motion at time 1. Let i be the sub-o--algebra generated by
sign(B(l», which obviously is ~ot generated by random variables in the first
chaos. Note furthermore that sign(B(l» and IB(l)1 are independent. Thus we
have E(B{l)li) = (2/71')1/2 sign(B(l», which clearly does not belong to the .
first chaos.
Let FM be a sub-o--algebra generated by M as above. Then we can make
the following definition.
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Definition 6 For every element cI> E (J*, its conditiOnal expectation with re-
spect to :FM is the element E( cI>IF M) in (J* given by
00
E(cI>I.rM) =L In (p0ncI>(n»),
n=O
where cI>(n), nE lNo, are the kernels ofcI>.
We list some of the obvious properties of this generalized conditional expecta-
tion.
Lemma 7 For every A E IR, E(.IF M) maps (JA into itself. Furthermore, if
cI>, 'I1 E (J* and a, bE IR, then the following properties hold:
(i) E(acI> + b'I1IFM) = aE(cI>I.rM) + bE('I1IFM)'
(ii) E( E(cI>IF.M)) = E(cI», where E(cI» := ((cI>, 1)).
(iii) E(cI>IFM) = cI> ifcI> is .rM-measurable.
(iv) For all A E IR, eAN E(cI>IFM) = E(eANcI>I.rM).
From now on we restriet oUf attention t.o the filtration {Ft, t ~ O} of sub-u-
algebras Ft, generated by the standard version of Brownian motion Bt. (In order
to phrase this as above, we choose for t > 0, M to be the subset of functions in
S(IR) which have support in [0, t), and the resulting u-algebra coincides with
Ft-} In particular, we can now define the martingale property of generalized
stoc.hastic processes:
Definition 8 Let Mt be a generalized process. It is called a martingale (w.r.t.
{Ft, t ~ O}) if for allt ~ s ~ 0 the following holds:
(4)
(where the equality is in the sense of (J*).
One part of the next equivalence is the generalization of Theorem 4.6 in [H]
to (J*-valued martingales.
Proposition 9 Let Mt be a generalized stochastic process. Then the following
are equaivalent:
(i) Mt is a martingale .
. (ii) For ..\ large enough. so that e-AN Mt E L2(IJ), e-AN Mt is an L2(j.L)-
martingale.
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(iii) For every t ~ 0, Mt has a ehaos expansion of the form
00
Mt = Lln (l~~)M(n)),
n=O
(5)
where M(O) is areal number, and for nEIN, M(n) belongs to the sym-
metrie subspaee of Lroc(IRn).
Proof That (i) and (ii) are equivalent is implied by the facts that e-AN is a
bijection from {h onto L2(p,) (with inverse given by eAN), and that it commutes
with the conditional expectation. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from
Theorem 4.6 in [H]' and again the fact that eAN, A E IR, commutes with the
conditional expectation. 0
We list some results:
Corollary 10 Let Nt be a generalized Itß integrable proeess. Then
is a martingale.
Proof By Proposition 4,
which we know is a martingale in L2(p,). Hence, the corollary follows from
Proposition 9. 0
Corollary 11 Let Mt be a martingale. Then for t > s
Proof The corollary follows since e-AN Mt is a martingale in L2(p,) by Propo-
sition 9. 0
It is well-known that martingales in (L2) have orthogonal increments. Für
generalized martingales a similar results holds:
Corollary 12 Let Mt be a QA -martingale. If <PtE QA is an Ft -adapted proeess
(>' ~ 0), then fort> s
((Mt-Ms,<Ps}) =0,
where ((-, .)} is the dual pairing between Q- Aand QA'
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Then
Proof Sinee,ps is Fs-adapted, it has kerneIs with the property supp ,p~n) C
[0, s]n. The kern eIs of Mt - Ms are (1~~)-1~:~))M(n), whieh are zero on [0, s]n.
o
For generalized stoehastie proeesses whieh are martingales, we have a martingale
representation theorem:
Theorem 13 Let Mt be a martingale with Mo = 0 and chaos expansion
00
Mt =E In(1~~)M(n)).
n=l
. t
Mt =1Ns dBs
where Nt is an adapted generalized stochastic p1'Ocess with chaos expansion
00
Nt = E In((n + 1)1~~)M(n+1)(t, .)).
n=O
lvIoreover,
Proof The proof goes by an applieation of the S-transform on Mt:
f r e0n(Sl,' .. , Sn)M(n)(Sl" .. , Sn) ds) ... dSn
n=11[0,t)n
te(s)(fn r e0n-1(Sl, ... ,Sn_t}x10 n=l 1[0,.,)n-l
M(n)(Sl, ... ,Sn_1,S)ds1 ... dsn-1) ds
ltSNs(e)e(s) ds.
In the second equality we used the theorem of Fubini-Tonelli. 0
A eorollary of this theorem is the result that the Wiek produet - unlike the
ordinary produet - preserves the martingale property:
Corollary 14 Let 4>t and Wt be two martingales. Then 4>tOWt is a martingale.
Proof For the sake of eonvenience, assurne that 4>0 = Wo = O. By themar-
tingale representation theorem, we have
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for two adapted generalized processes Ft and Ct. We calculate,
lt Fs dBs 0 lt Ws dBs
lt Fs 0 ls Cu dBu dBs + lt Cs 0lsFu dBu dBs
lt Fs OWs dBs +lt Cs o~sdBs.
In the second equality we used an integration by parts formula shown in [G]
and [BG]. 0
We turn our attention to integration with respect to martingales. If Mt is a
zero mean martingale in (£2) with the representation
Mt = lt Ns dBs,
we know from e.g. [K] that the integral with respect to Mt of an adapted process
Xt with E[J~ X; d(M)s] < 00 is given by
lt Xs dMs = lt Xs . Ns dBs.
Observe that E[J~ X; d(M)s] = f~IIXs . Nsll(L2) ds. We can introduce integra-
tion with respect to a generalized martingale Mt in the same ma.nner, but now
for a much more restricted dass of integrands Xs' For a A > 0, let Mt be a
martingale in 9->., which can be represented as the Hö integral of an adapt-
ed generalized process Ns (Ns E 9_>.). Fix a 11 > ~ln(2 + V2). Note that if
~ E 9->. and 4>E 9>.+v, then
II~. 4>11-(>.+v) :s Cvll~II->.II4>II>.+v.
(See e.g. [PT]). Hence, it is natural to define the integral with respect to Mt for
adapted processes 4>sE 9>'+v which fulfill
lt II<Ps. Ns 1I~(A+v) ds < 00.
We define for such processes
lt 4>sdMs := lt 4>s. Ns dBs'
By the generalized Hö isometry we obtain
Illt4>sdMslI~(>.+v) = e-2(>.+v) lt II4>s. Nsll~(>.+v) ds.
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It is easy to see that f~t/J. dM. is a martingale.
We end this section with a discussion of sub- and supermartingales. We
recall that an element cI>in Q* is called positive, denoted cI>2:: 0, if it maps the
positive cone of p-a.e. positive elements in Q into JR+. It is natural to make
the following definition.
Definition 15 Let cI>tbe a generalized proeess. It is ealled a submartingale (a
supermartingale, respeetively) (w.r.t. {Ft, t 2:: O}) if the following holds for all
t2::s2::0:
E(cI>tIF.) - cI>.2:: 0 (~O, resp.).
Proposition 16 Let cI>tbe a submartingale. Then for all A 2:: 0, e-AN cI>tis a
submartingale. In partieular, if for some A 2:: 0, cI>tis a Q-A -valued submartin-
gale, then e-AN cI>t is an L2(p)-submartingale. Analogous statements hold for
supermartingales.
Proof The proposition follows from the (trivial) remark that the positivity
preserving property of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup {e-AN, A 2:: O} on
L2(p) extends to g*: ifcI> 2:: 0, A 2:: 0, and tp 2:: 0 (p-a.e.), then «e-ANcI>,tp)) =
«cI>,e-AN tp)) 2:: 0, where we used that e-ANtp 2:: 0 (p-a.s.), e.g. [Si]. 0
Remark In contrast to the situation of martingales, one does not have in gen-
eral equivalence between the facts that a generalized process is a submartingale
and that its regularization by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup is an L2(p)-
submartingale. Here is a simple counterexample: Consider the process cI>tin Q*
(actually in L2(p)) given by cI>t= eAN B;, where A > 0 and Bt - as before - is
Brownian motion at time t. Obviously e-AN cI>tis an L2 (p )-submartingale. On
the other hand, we have for t 2:: s 2:: 0:
which is strictly negative for s E (e-2At, t].
4 Generalized stochastic processes and contin-
uous semimartingales
In this section we discuss thesemimartingale property for generalized stochastic
processes. We will define this property, and look at some examples. First we
need to generalize the notion of pathwise bounded variation and continuity:
Definition 17 Let At bea generalized stoehastie proeess. We say that t 1--+ At
is of bounded variation on every finite interval [0, t], t > 0, ift 1--+ e-AN At is of
bounded variation on every finite interval [0, t].
Pathwise continuity is defined in the same manner:
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Definition 18 Let <1>tbe a generalized stochastic process. <1>tis said to be con-
tinuous if e-AN<1>t is pathwise continuous. (i.e. t t-+ e-AN<1>t(w) is continuous
a.s.).
We prove that continuous martingales cannot be of bounded variation:
Proposition 19 Let Mt be a continuous martingale with Mo = O. Assume
Mt is of bounded variation on every finite interval [0, t]. Then Mt = O.
Proof By definition, e-AN Mt is a continuous martingale in (I}) which is of
bounded variation on every finite interval. From Th. 2.6.2 in [KJ, e-AN Mt = 0
a.s. Hence, Mt = eAN (e-AN Md = o. 0
This proposition enables us to extend the notion of continuous semimartingale
to generalized stochastic processes: (This is an extension of the definition 4.1.1
found in [K]. See also [RY].)
Definition 20 A continuous generalized stochastic process <1>t is said to be a
continuous. semimartingale if it is of the form
where Mt is a continuous martingale with Mo = O. At is a continuous general-
ized stochastic process of bounded variation on every finite interval, and Ao = O.
In order to give some interesting examples of semimartingales, we need some
results about the Bochner integral of a generalized process:
Proposition 21 Let <1>tbe a generalized stoc1tastic process which satisfies the
following on [0, T]:
1. t t-+ ((<1>t,ifJ)) is measurable for every ifJ E g.
2. J:: II<1>tll-A dt < 00.
Then e-AN <1>tis Bochner integrable in (L2) and
e-AN £T <1>t dt = [T e-AN <1>t dt .
• 0 Jo
M oreover, e- AN <1>t(w) is integrable on [0, T] a. s. (path wise integrable), and the
Bochner integal of e-AN <1>t coincides with the pathwise integral a.s.
Proof Assumption 1 and 2 imply that <1>t is Bochner integrable in 9_A' Hence,
e-AN <1>t is Bochner integrable in (L2). Let <1>thave kernels <1>~n)(- . We calculate:
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where
f;In (lTe->.n~~n) dt)
lT e->'N~tdt.
We show that e->'N ~t(w) E Ll([O, Tl, dt) a.s. Using Tonelli's theorem and
Cauchy-Schwarz,
E [/,T I<~'N<), Idt] /,T E [I,~'N <),11 dt
< lT lIe->'N~tll(£2) dt
lT lI~tll->.dt.
Hence, by Fubini's theorem e->'N ~t(w) E LI ([0, T], dt), a.s. The pathwise inte-
gral of e->'N ~t is in (L2), and coincides with the Bochner integral of e->'N ~t.
o
If~. is a generalized stochastic process satisfying conditions 1 and 2 on [0, t] far
every t > 0 in the above propostion , we see that J~~. ds is of bounded variation
on every finite interval [0, t].
For F E S'(JR), we want to show that F 0 Bt is a semimartingale: We argue
that FoBt is a generalized process: first, FoBt E (Sr for all t > 0 (e.g. [HKPS],
or as a consequence ofWatanabe's theorem it is an element in V* C (Sr.) Also,
from equation (3.19) in [HKPS], we have
F 0 Bt = f: ~!(F, 1]n,t)In(l~~»),
n=O
".,,(x) ~ g,(x) (r~:')I(.(.ff.)
Here ~n is the n'th Hermite funetion and
1 ",2
gt(X) = (27l"t)-'e- ••..
Note that both gt and ~n are funetions in the Schwartz space. Standard esti-
mates give
I(F, ".,,)1 < K"pl(.h,pV2t (r~:!)I
< K"p(2n + l)'V2t ( r~:!)I
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In the second inequality we used that ~n is the eigenfunction of the harmonie
.oscillatdr H = -6 + x2 +:l with eigenvalue 2n + 1. Kt,p is a positive number
dependenton K,.t, and:p. 'We estimate for A > 0
f: n!e-2An(F,7]~',~)2 (~!rtn
n=O
00 tn
"""' -2An(F')2L..i "'I e ,7]n,pn.
n=O
< 00.
Henee, we have shown that F oBt is a generalized stoehastic process. Fix f > 0,
and introducethe O'-algebra Ft' = O'{ Bs : f:::; S :::; t}. For t 2 f, we have from
the Ho Formula(Theorem 8.8 in [HKPSJ),
jt 1 [tF 0 Bt - F 0 B, = F' 0 Bs dBs + f) F" 0 Bs ds,
£ ~ • f:
where F' and F" are distributional derivatives. By a slight modification of the
definitions of martingales and semimartingales introduced in this paper, we see
that F 0 Bt is a semimartingale with respect to Ft'.
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